
Several of us Bronco folks had a
rare opportunity to tour Ford's nor-

mally closed-to-the-public prov-
ing grounds in Yucca AZ. The
Arizona Proving Grounds (APG)
was built on the site of a WWII

Army air field. The runway is still
part of the test track and the control tower
still stands as the oldest control tower

remaining in Arizona. APG is designed to be a
torture test and put new vehicles though a simu-
lated 100,000 mile life-span in 25,000 miles.
This is accomplished by drivers running new

vehicles through the course 24 hours/day, 7
days/week. Nothing magic, just hard work on
rough roads. We talked to several drivers expect-
ing them to complain about all that extended
hard driving but they all loved the work. Ford is
considering closing these proving grounds to
save costs. It may be the right business decision,
but it will be a shame if this unique piece
of history goes away. They opened APG
to the public for one day to celebrate
its 50th anniversary, and a full
report follows.

y Bronco OBULLIT had been kicking the
stall for weeks now and I knew it was

time to take him out for a romp. The invita-
tion forwarded me by Steve Sampson was cer-
tainly more than timely.

The Arizona Proving Grounds located
along I-40 at Yucca, Arizona, 24 miles west of
Kingman, Arizona or 45 miles east of
Needles, Ca. was to celebrate it’s 50th
Anniversary of operations, and we were invit-
ed! The festivities were to run from 10 AM to
5 PM on Saturday, Oct 21, 2006.

I had driven past this facility many times
and often wondered if tours were ever given.
After all, this is where Ford’s new vehicle
technologies and platforms are physically test-
ed to virtual destruction.

A relatively small contingent of Southern
California Bronco owners from various locals
of the region had signed on for the event and
were planning to leave home for the event at
various times. All had opted to meet at
Needles, Ca. Friday night and gather up for
breakfast on Saturday morning and convoy
the rest of the way together.

Several of the attendees had Sunday com-
mitments at home to attend to and drove their
regular commuter vehicles with others riding
along. So it was with our entire little group
with one exception, me ...OBULLIT! (Geeze!
If I had gone to a Ford event in anything other
than my Bronco, OBULLIT would have
stomped me into rabbit kibbles on my return,
and I mean Pronto!) Besides, I just LOVE
driving my old Bronco.

So! Since I had basically nothing on my
calendar for several days, in the back went my
camping gear. (the way I used to do it, before
spouse loaded me up with every human camp-
ing convenience known to man including
shower stall, table n chair, lights, tent, solar
hot water heater, crapper, etc. etc. etc.) This

time it was me in my rig, munchies, sleeping
bag, air mattress, cooler, toilet paper and
tools. Oh yeah, a conveniently ensconced bot-
tle of Rx Old No. 7 multipurpose-
“Snakebite”/“Frostbite”, should the need arise,
around a campfire of course.

Joe and Betty Monroe from Poway,
California had Bob and Jane Robinson from
Ramona, California drove together, taking a
convenient route via I-8 east out of San Diego
and then traveling up Highway 95 from Yuma,
Az. to Needles. It may not have been the
shortest way, but certainly was a relaxed, sce-
nic one.

Bruce Bolander from Irvine, Ca. opted
for the 91 Freeway to I-15 to I-40 the rest of
the way. Steve and Adam Sampson from San
Diego made the journey all the way via I-15
to I-40 from San Diego. Me ...OBULLIT? We
decided upon taking all day from Canyon
Lake through 29 Palms, Amboy, parts of old
Route 66 and then I-40 to Needles. Since we
were sporting a new wax job, we decided to
stay on pavement, at least until after the fes-
tivities.

As agreed, all of us managed to get to the
Days Inn in Needles and met for breakfast in
the morning. Guessing (and correctly so) that
gasoline would be cheaper in Arizona (it was
and by about two bits a gallon as opposed to
California) we stopped across the state line
and were blessed by a convoy of old vintage
Fords who were doing the same thing. This
collection of vehicles was a tantalizing hint at
what was going to be appearing at the Proving
Grounds. 

The folks at the Proving Grounds who
had put this event together did a really fine
job of laying this program out. The local Boy
Scouts were there in force assisting with traf-
fic control and making sure no one dehydrated
as they were handing out free bottles of water.
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Ford's Arizona Proving Grounds 
50th Anniversary Open House & Car Show
Yucca, Arizona Oct 21, 2006, by Richard Flewelling
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HORSING AROUND

(Try THAT at Disneyland) Also, volunteers of the Proving
Grounds Staff manned (and womaned) a barbeque that guar-
anteed that you would have all the good tasting, done to a
turn, free hot dogs your body could consume before the day
was over. Right next door was a “tanker truck” amount of
free Coca Cola to wash ...em all down with. (I assured them
there was absolutely nothing wrong with their Hot Dogs!
The “things” that make you go “MMMMM MMMMM”)

Central to all the buildings utilized for Administration
and the extensive Indoor Testing that goes on here, was the
Car Show. Though it may not have been the largest show
many of us had ever seen (I’m guessing at about 125
exhibits) it was surely one of the nicest. Here, vintage
antique autos were driven from distant locations to attend.
Many local car clubs had vehicles here to die for. There
were so many, I would be hard pressed to say which (other
than my beloved Bronco) my favorite were. Along with
OBULLIT there were two other Early Broncos; one owned
by Jeff and Courtney Sterling of Phoenix, AZ and another
owned by Mark Rippon of Chandler, AZ (His license plate is
BOX4ROX). There was also a pristine brown Bronco II
owned by Rebecca Steinberger of Kingman, Arizona. 

Keynote to the Open House were the tours of the facili-
ty. All in-door test buildings had guided tours and continu-
ous video depictions of just what goes on in each building.
In addition, air conditioned bus tours were conducted which
covered all of the extensive outdoor test-track grounds fea-
tures at the 3,840 acre facility. (I don’t think they forgot to
include anything. Anyhow, I couldn’t think of any they did.)
OBULLIT would definitely NOT like the series of steel-

lined 6 to 8 inch deep pot-holes, and torturous road tracks
we watched a Lincoln Navigator run over at about 45 mph
on several of what are thousands of passes each test vehicle
manages to try to endure during it’s go at them. Not to men-
tion some of the other grueling road conditions some devi-
ous engineer contrived for these hapless test vehicles. (I
drive my Bronco with efforts to keep it together within its
capability, not to see when I can tear it apart.)

I often reflected what a day would be like for a driver
of one of these vehicles. Man! I thought, they must go to
sleep at night still shaking from all the impacts, and ears
echoing the sounds of all those impacts, body tingling and
aching from the repetitious jolting and lurching experiences.
In spite of this, every one we talked to, absolutely loved
their jobs. You could see it through their twitching, teary
eyes and drooling smiles. (just kidding folks) But they really
do love their jobs. Their “genuine” smiles you could not slap
off in a week, maybe two. Happy lot, that!

Arizona Proving Grounds has most features found at
similar proving grounds worldwide. However, it also has a
number of uncommon facilities and test events including,
but not limited to an 18 acre vehicle dynamics area, a water
ingestion test area, vehicle corrosion test chambers; special
test roads/surfaces for vehicle durability testing; water leak
test facility; and a low friction facility suitable for ABS sys-
tem testing.

Here also are Diversified Testing Capabilities that con-
duct a variety of Durability, Performance, and Special Test
Procedures such as: Light Truck Structural Durability,
Accelerated Vehicle Corrosion Testing; Car and Truck

APG was filled with camouflage-covered vehicles that aren't ready for public viewing, corrosion tested parts and new cars, trucks and busses with 100's of sensors and
telemetry systems to monitor every result of the continuous torture testing.  Oh, and of course the 40th Coast-to-Coast flag was there!
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Thermal management; Hot Fuel and Octane Testing; Splash
Testing/Water Ingestion testing; FMVSS (Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards) and IAO (Instrumentation
Application Operation) Brake Certification for Cars and
Light Trucks; Tire Traction Testing for Cars and Light
Trucks. Space does not allow me to go into a lengthy
description of what all these tests mean, but suffice to say,
when a vehicle comes here, every feature, nuance, system,
item etc. on that vehicle is completely and thoroughly gone
over virtually to its total and/or near total destruction.
Everything that can be conceived to be questioned has
answers. 

The Arizona Proving Grounds has Topographical and
Climatological advantages whereby local geographic fea-
tures provide inherent advantages for proving ground test-
ing. The facility has immediate access to public highways,
mountain grades, and a wide variety of elevations ranging
from 500 to 6500 feet all within a 50 mile radius. Excellent,
generally predictable weather patterns, combined with a
hot, dry, dusty desert climate to further serve and enhance
its goals.

The day was a busy one, and the weather was
absolutely perfect! Oh yeah! There was a “Highlight” for
some of us. During the bus tour, it was announced that
“rare” was the occasion when a public vehicle would be
allowed on the “High Bank 5 Mile Oval Test Track”. To
give us an idea what it “might “ be like, the driver of the
bus took us out and ran the bus up to about 70 mph. It was
explained that the banks of the track were constructed such
that if the vehicle going around it were properly aligned, it
would go around the track without the driver ever having to
touch the steering wheel. (I watched our driver closely. He
never let go that wheel) At any rate, the surprise came
towards the end of the day when it was announced that all
vehicles that were in their Car Show would be allowed on
the 5 Mile Oval for one lap. Cool Beans! Me n OBULLIT,
luckily, were in the Show!

Naturally, they put all of us out on it at once, and the
oldest cars were in the lead. Once I got on the track, it was
like the 91 freeway during rush hour. Darn! Darn! Darn! I
wanted to get up on the high speed track - the 90-155 mph
one! (there are three lanes; one slow to 55 mph, one 55-90

mph and one 90-155+ mph). The rate we were going, I had
to brake while idling along in low gear. “HMMMMM” I
thought “I’m gonna open the gap a bit” and I did. Those
behind me saw what my plan was and did not object to the
delay. 

When I had about 1/2 mile of open track in front of
me, I let the beast loose! That new 351Windsor with rollers
everywhere, coupled with the Hooker headers, sounded
right at home as we quickly ran up to 90+. I shoulda given
...em a full mile lead because I had to slow down pretty fast
as we overtook the pack. But, I did manage to ride that top
stripe for near a quarter mile at the low side of the recom-
mended speed! YEEHAW! Do we have fun or what?

That culminated the day. What a finish! I did manage
to spend a couple days in that beautiful desert with
absolutely perfect weather. On the way home, I was recall-
ing my watching the Marines at the 29 Palms Base shell a
canyon with artillery while I was going to Yucca. As I
looked out across the now very dark desert on my way
home, an apparition appeared before my very eyes. THIS
was the thing the “Blue Book” was about! In the darkness
an apparition of many colors glowed! Its light, seemingly
coming from within, glowed and changed radically in
brightness, shapes, and colors. It was such a surprise and so
unexpected, my mind raced as to what I was really seeing!
“This cannot be a close encounter, can it?” my racing mind
thought. 

Its instigator had created the perfect “Enchanted”
building. For out here, Chloride is being mined. Standing
very much alone in an expanse of totally unlighted and very
flat desert was a single story structure. There was no moon
and the air was perfectly clear. The artist had taken out the
windows and door, leaving the black interior to contrast to
an illumination created by an ingeniously contrived 16mm
movie projection. The camera was buried in a small bunker
and was powered by a generator. The effect was astound-
ing! There was no hint of the projection. I took a lot of
video but like a dummy, my filters were still on my camera
and my images did not come out very well. Hmmmm.
Maybe I should run out there tonight and try again. I won-
der if he is there?

APG also hosted a great car show with everything from ancient racers (driven all the way there) to custom military vehicles to two Early Bronco; one from San Diego
and one from Phoenix.  Cars (and trucks) in the show were also allowed to take a turn on the high-speed track.
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